
Hello Wolfpack!!
Tony and Alexa here! We wanted to thank you all for attending our live feed last night. You all had
some great questions.

Before I continue, I would like to share a video with you. That discusses the timing that is needed
when working with puppies, and also an exercise called the “No Game” the point of this
technique..

1. To Create a calmer mind around a distraction (food)
2. Start learning to read the environment instead of reacting to it.
3. Start incorporating what is called a “marker”
4. Ditch your food bowels and start hand feeding for a stronger bond and less food
obsession/aggression. We also encourage offering as much food as they want with several small
meals throughout the day.

Video: https://youtu.be/_IJYkUdLpS4

Please practice what you see in this video and film yourself, we will be reviewing the video during
our next live feed. Uploading to YouTube is the best.



Also please remember that everyone has a chance to have a one hour dietary consult with Alexa.
Use code: VIP7957

appointments can be made using the link below…

https://grumpypuppydogtraining.as.me/schedule.php?appointmentType=category%3ACanine+Nu
trition+

Don’t forget the 6 key points I mentioned during our live feed, if you need a more detailed
explanation, let me know..

1) Remove the toys, give a dog a bone, NEVER toss toys.  That's training.

2) remove all baby gates and teach invisible household boundaries.

3) Keep crate doors open when home, teach puppies to stay inside with the door open.

4) Puppy always naked in the house (no leash, collar or harness)

5) No short leash walks, always get the puppy in an open space with a training line.

6) Play hide and seek.

7) While you can, race the puppy and win.  In other words, run away from the puppy!  Dogs are
always running away from us, turn the tables.  Dogs perceive speed as power, SPEED is a true
hallmark of leadership.  When a dog knows that you are slower it is very hard to establish true
leadership.  Packs don't put slow animals in charge. We can create the illusion of speed by racing
very young puppies.  They never forget how fast we can be, (they don't seem to get that they
were just slow at the time). Sadly, we teach dogs that we are slow in so many ways, and in doing
so, dogs come to see us as uppity betas that have way more power than we deserve.


